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Applications 
up at 

selective 
colleges

Admission 
rates drop at 

selective 
colleges



What’s different?
Testing policies

Ability to visit campus

???

What’s the same?
 Importance of high school transcript

Need to make an informed decision

???





Visiting a college campus is a time-honored 
tradition.  While it can provide useful and 
helpful information, it can also unleash a 
flood of emotions, obscuring facts and 
clouding judgment

Cardio tour guide



Using the LEADS process can help structure 
the college choice problem to include both 
objective facts and emotions…
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Far too many students choose a college with limited fact-based 
information.  For example:

What is “demonstrated interest”? 
a. When you contact a college or university to gain more information about 
them (e.g. campus visit, contacting admissions,  etc.)*
b. When you talk to your friends and family about which schools you want to 
apply to
c. When you review the websites of colleges you are interested in
d. When you talk to your high school counselor about applying to certain 
colleges
e. Not Sure

Demonstrated interest is a factor in the admission decision-making 
process at some colleges.  Private colleges are more likely consider 
demonstrated interest as a factor in the admissions process than 
public colleges.  Prospective students can demonstrate interest by 
interacting with the college in a variety of ways, including visiting 
the campus and contacting admission office personnel by phone or 
email.  

FACT: Many colleges use demonstrated interest when making 
admission decisions (non-academic factor)

Want to test your own College Knowledge?  Visit www.collegesanity.com



 Some colleges participate in the voluntary Common Data Set 
initiative to ease their own reporting burdens

 There is no reliable central place to find this – you just need to 
do a web search for the college name and “common data set”.  
For example: University of Massachusetts Amherst Common Data 
Set



 How can we promote informed college decision
 We can encourage students and families to be exploratory and planful by attending to 

the 6 Keys of College Fit while following LEADS process

 We can also help them be informed consumers by recognizing common myths about 
college

A key assumption is that there are many good colleges for each student to choose 
from.  At the same time, there are, in fact, some choices that are better than others for 
each individual and their circumstances



 Primary Task – identify a reasonable # of colleges to explore 
more deeply

 Keys of Focus
 Academic Match (has desired degree and learning options)
 Career Match (has majors of interest)
 Personal Match (location, size, special mission, etc)

 Notice cost is not included here – it’s very important, of course, 
but premature at this stage because good options may be 
excluded

 Encourage people to explain their personal preferences:
 Why do you think a small college is better than a large one?

 Do you think smaller communities of learners do not exist on large 
campuses??? Large communities connected to small colleges?



 Primary task is to identify 8-12 or so colleges to more strongly consider

 Five Keys of College Fit are examined:
 Academic Match (test scores, GPA, selectivity) – Navigator, CB, Scorecard
 Financial Match (net price vs. sticker price, debt of graduates) – Navigator, Scorecard
 Personal Match (diversity, living arrangements) Navigator, college website/visit
 Student Outcomes (retention and graduation rates, debt/salary info) Navigator, Scorecard
 Student Support (e.g., disability, writing center) college website/visit



Student Outcomes:

How supported and satisfied are Freshmen?

You will find this under the Retention and Graduation Rates section



You will find this under the Retention and Graduation Rates section

Student Outcomes:

How many students make it to graduation?



Academic Match:
How likely am I to have close interactions with 
professors?

You will find this right up at the top of the page



Academic Match:
How many other students are in the major(s) I am interested in?

You will find this in Programs/Majors section



Personal Match:
How diverse is the student body?

You will find this in Enrollment section



Financial Match - How much will it cost to attend this college?

You will find this in Financial Aid section – Also Review Net Price Section



Financial Match - How much will it cost to attend this college?

You will find this in Net Price section



https://collegecost.ed.gov/net-price

Financial Match - How much will it cost to attend this 
college?



Student Outcomes - What is the average salary of graduates?

You will find this in the Fields of Study section of the Report Card



 Primary task is to identify those colleges worth 
your time and money to apply to, and then craft 
successful applications

 All Six Keys of College Fit are subjectively 
rated, and combined with your chances of 
being accepted to make an informed decision 
about where to apply.



 Primary task is to find the college (of acceptances) 
to commit to and attend

 Re-evaluate 6 Keys and Overall Fit, but with different 
perspective as chances of admission are no longer a 
factor

 With Award Letters, more accurate cost estimates are 
(finally) possible

 Desirability is now a primary consideration – and a 
need to own responsibility for the reasoning behind 
the decisions
 If you really want to attend a particular college because 

of the Greek life, or the lazy river…



 Primary task is to successfully integrate into 
college – financially, socially, and 
academically

 This is accomplished with planning to, for 
example:
 Identify what is required to renew 

scholarships
 Understand how advising works and how to 

get needs met
 Plan to participate in social activities to get 

most of college experience, joining clubs and 
activities for example



“The college I choose determines 
the next four years of my life”

Students can and do transfer from one 
college to another, all the time



“I have to decide on a major before 
I get to college”

Knowing what you want to study can be 
helpful, but it’s OK if you aren’t sure



“There is only one college that is 
right for me”

There are many good colleges to 
choose from



“A college education is not worth 
the money”

People with a Bachelor’s degree earn 
about $1,000,000 more than people 

with high school diploma
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